Safety Security Independence™

Never miss a visitor, a call or
an important alarm again

RELIABLE ASSISTANCE WHEN YOU
CAN’T DEPEND ON HEARING ALONE

DON’T LET YOUR HEARING LOSS
HOLD YOU BACK
A hearing deficiency is like a fingerprint - unique to every person.
Today’s modern hearing aids are a great help to many, however they
don’t work for everyone. Even with a great hearing aid, there will be
instances where they simply don’t do the job. There are also situations
where it is not practical to wear a hearing aid, for example when you
are asleep.
Moreover, there are occasions
when you need to relax and
have some peace and quiet,
without the fear of missing
out on what is going on
around you, for instance, if
the telephone rings, the fire
alarm goes off or if your baby
demands love and support.
Bellman Visit will help you

notice important signals
around you by transmitting
them to where you are at that
moment. They can also help
you to use your other senses.
We have decided to call
it the Bellman Visit Alerting
system, a system that alerts
you when you cannot rely on
hearing alone.

AN EASY SOLUTION
TO A DIFFICULT PROBLEM

10:18 COFFEE IN THE GARDEN
STAY REACHABLE ALL THE TIME

12:54 EXPECTING A CALL
ALWAYS KNOW WHEN THE PHONE RINGS

STAY IN TOUCH
WITH YOUR FAMILY AND FRIENDS
Have you heard from friends or family that you are hard to reach
over the phone or that you never seem to be at home when they
come for a visit? Then it´s time to have a look at what Bellman Visit
has to offer.
Our Portable receiver and Pager
receiver are great choices when
you want to move around
freely in your home, without
running the risk of missing a
call or a visitor. Just bring the
receiver with you and you will
be alerted with clear sounds,
vibrations or flashing lights as
soon as someone tries to reach
or visit you. If you select a cord-

less receiver, you can even
bring it outside.
All you need to do is to
place the Door transmitter by
your door bell and connect
the Telephone transmitter to
your telephone. That’s all. No
advanced programming or
installation is required and you
can start using the products
immediately.

16:24 SURPRISE VISIT
WITH A DOOR TRANSMITTER YOU WILL NEVER MISS A VISITOR

BE ALERTED INDOORS & OUTDOORS

Door transmitter

Telephone transmitter

Portable receiver

or

Pager receiver

BE ALERTED BY FLASHING LIGHT

Door transmitter

Telephone transmitter

Flash receiver

RELIABLE ASSISTANCE
AROUND THE CLOCK

00:32
READY FOR A GOOD NIGHT´S SLEEP
NEVER OVERSLEEP AN IMPORTANT SIGNAL

BE RELAXED
WITHOUT BEING LEFT OUT
After a stressful day at work, it’s nice to have some peace and quiet.
If you are using a hearing aid and have to spend all day at work in
a noisy environment, you will most likely remove it when you get
home. With Bellman Visit, you can relax and enjoy the silence without
being disconnected from the outside world.
Many people with hearing
loss find it a bit worrying to
go to bed because they fear
missing a fire alarm or a baby
cry. Our Alarm clock provides
you with a safe and relaxing
sleep. Aside from waking you
up in the morning with your
own choice of sound, vibration
and flashing light, it also gives

you the comfort of knowing
that you will never again miss
an important signal during the
night. A simple way of giving
you and your loved ones a
good night’s rest.
All you need to do is to place a
few of our Smoke alarms around
the house and perhaps a Baby
cry transmitter in the nursery.

04:24
FEEL SAFE AT NIGHT
KNOWING THAT YOU WILL WAKE UP WHEN YOU ARE NEEDED

STAY SAFE FROM FIRE

Smoke Alarm
transmitter

Alarm Clock Receiver

Bed shaker

BE THERE FOR YOUR CHILD

Contact mat

Baby cry transmitter

Alarm clock receiver

Bed shaker

100% WIRELESS
NO INSTALLATION, EASY TO USE

WHY YOU SHOULD ALWAYS CHOOSE
BELLMAN® VISIT
Bellman Visit is a totally wireless alerting system that gives you the
freedom to move around in your house and garden as you please
(approximate range of 30 meters). Thanks to the backup batteries,
the system even works when there is a power failure.
Besides being totally wireless,
Bellman Visit is a very easy and
user friendly system. No installation is required. Just place
the transmitter where you
need it and bring a portable
receiver with you when you
move around. The Swedish
quality and award winning
design also give you a great

value for your money.
Bellman Visit is the simple
wireless alerting system:
Affordable
Totally wireless
No installation
Easy to use
Easy to carry
Good quality
Nice design

bellman® Visit wireless alerting syst

TRANSMITTERS
TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER
Alerts you when the telephone rings. No installation required. Just connect it to the telephone socket.
BE1123

DOOR TRANSMITTER
Alerts you when someone rings your door
bell. No installation required. Just place it
close to your door bell.
BE1023

BABY CRY / VOICE TRANSMITTER
Alerts you when your baby or dependant
needs you. No installation required. Just
place it close to your baby or dependant.
BE1290

SMOKE ALARM TRANSMITTER
Alerts you if there is a fire. It is activated by
smoke and sends a signal immediately to
your receivers. (Appearance may differ from
image.)
BE1282 (USA) / BE1288 (CANADA) /
BE1280, BE1285 (AUSTRALIA, New Zealand)

ACCESSORIES

MAGNETIC SWITCH

CONTACT MAT

Detects when a door or window
is opened. Connect it to the Telephone transmitter

Detects when somebody steps
on it. Connect it to the Telephone
transmitter.

BE9023

BE9024

em

RECEIVERS
ALARM CLOCK RECEIVER
The Alarm Clock receiver alerts you with a
flashing light, a sound and a vibration (if a bed
shaker is connected) when it´s time to wake
up. It also indicates, with lighted symbols,
when the phone rings or when your baby
needs you.
BE1345

PAGER RECEIVER
The Pager receiver alerts you with clear vibrations and lighted symbols. It is small, light
weight and can easily be carried in your
pocket or on your belt. The charger (BE1260)
is an accessory.
BE1230

PORTABLE RECEIVER
The Portable receiver alerts you with amplified sounds and a flashing light. It has an adjustable volume up to 90 dB and is very easy
to carry.
BE1033

FLASH RECEIVER
The Flash receiver alerts you with a flashing
light and coloured symbols. You can easily attach a Bed shaker to it.
BE1330

ACCESSORIES

BED SHAKER
The Bed shaker alerts you through easily recognized vibrations for different signals and
alarms. It can be placed for example in the
bed or the sofa. It can be connected to all the
receivers mentioned above.
BE1270
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For 20 years Bellman & Symfon of Sweden
has worked hard to improve the quality of
life of people with hearing deficiencies. For
us it is a commitment not only to develop
solutions based on the latest digital technology, but also to include unique and user
friendly features that make a difference in
everyday life situations. Practical and innovative solutions that help people to overcome some of the daily challenges they face
due to their hearing loss.

